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PRESENTERS:



Your name, position + organization & why you 
showed up this morning

— WARM-UP:



What do you associate with strategic planning? 
What have your experiences been like in past 

planning efforts?

— Q:
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Welcome

— ANNIE CRANGLE, Partner, Friday

Annie specializes in organizational strategy—from public school 
performance to organization growth—and leadership development—
developing and executing leadership and equity training for emerging 
leaders. She has led strategic planning engagements for over 30 
public charter school organizations across the country, all of which 
were unanimously approved and adopted by their Board of Directors.

— ANTHONY RODRIGUEZ, Senior Strategist, Friday

Anthony Rodriguez (he/él/they) is a cross-sector collaborator, 
published researcher, and data-driven leader. He is passionate about 
harnessing partnerships, research, and stakeholder engagements to 
catalyze change, create effective decisions, and guide strategic 
planning to scale programmatic delivery and social impact. Anthony 
is a graduate of UC Berkeley Goldman School of Public Policy, a Coro 
Fellow alum, and a product of the charter school system. 
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Welcome

David K Richards is an innovative leadership coach and visionary who 
helps changemakers usher in new paradigms for learning and 
leadership. He has worked in education reform for over 20 years as a 
teacher and founder of several innovative schools with nationally 
recognized Summit Public Schools. He holds a BA from UC Berkeley 
and an MA from Stanford University. He launched Growth Public 
Schools, a K-8 innovative school in Sacramento in 2017. David now 
advises and coaches others to launch and create high quality schools 
and programs.

— JJ LEWIS, Superintendent & CEO, Compass Charter Schools

J.J. Lewis has been the Superintendent & CEO for Compass Charter 
Schools since October 2015. He holds a Master of Arts in Educational 
Leadership from San Diego State University, and a Bachelor of 
Science degree from Central Michigan University. He is currently 
working on his Doctor of Education in Organizational Change and 
Leadership from the University of Southern California. J.J. serves on 
the American Association of School Personnel Administrators D.E.I. 
Committee, The Charter Schools Resource Journal Editorial Board, 
Small School Districts Association Legislative Committee, and the 
Wellness for Educators Board of Directors.

— DAVID K RICHARDS, Founder, Growth Public Schools
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We’re working toward the day  
when everyone arrives at Friday fulfilled. 

That’s what Friday is all about.

Excited  
about what  

they learned.

Proud 
of what they  

accomplished. 

Connected 
to the people  
around them.



Our Reality

— PART I



Schools have been significantly impacted by the 
pandemic (maybe fundamentally changed) and have to 

think differently about planning for the future. As we 
work with schools up and down the state and across the 
country, here are some key strategic issues we observe:

— FRAMING
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Key Strategic Issues

9

Meaningful use 
of technology 

Student-centered 
instruction & 
joyful 
environments

Experiential 
learning beyond 
the classroom 

Authentic 
translation of 
DEI 

Recruiting, 
developing, and 
inspiring talent

High quality 
coaching  

Standard 
operating 
procedures

Branding & 
communicating 
differentiators 
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Group Exercise   

• Which of these themes resonate with you? How is this 
issue showing up in your school? 

• What have you tried doing differently? What are some 
opportunities for innovation? 

• How might you collaborate with other schools and/or 
community partners? 
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Essential Elements of Nimble 
Strategic Planning

— PART II



Phase 1: 
Understand
Sept-Oct 

Phase 2:  
Explore
Nov - Jan 

Phase 3:  
Create
Feb - March 

Phase 4:  
Launch
April - May

• Stakeholder 
engagement & 
external research  

• Internal needs 
assessment & 
landscape analysis 

• Student voice & equity 
audit

• Key insights on 
positioning and core 
model  

• Define aspirational 
theory of change  

• Begin to identify 
strategic priorities 

• Formalize 3-5 year 
core goals  

• Develop key strategies  

• Assess risk  

• Highlight opportunities 
for innovation 

• Financial planning 

• Year 1 Action Plan 

• Targeted 
Implementation 
support 

• Progress monitoring

Friday Approach
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Essential Elements : Understand 
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• How are students experiencing school on a day-
to-day basis?  

• What are students’ perceptions of the critical 
conditions of learning  

• Identify and understand equity gaps 

Elicit student voice from an 
equity lens  

Conditions

RigorBelonging

Basic  
Needs

Hope

Self- 
Efficacy
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Understand how the world is changing 
and prioritize what will affect you most

• Political, Economic, Social, 
Technological, (Environmental & Legal)  

• Summary of National, State, and Local 
trends  

• Eisenhower Matrix to categorize 
Urgency, Relevance 

Essential Elements : Understand 
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Essential Elements: Explore 
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• Competitor Analysis  

• Collective input on core identity questions:  

— Who we Are  

— What we Believe  

— What we Do/How we Do it   

— Our Impact 

Reflect on what makes your 
school unique 
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Essential Elements: Explore 
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• Competitor Analysis  

• Collective input on core identity questions:  

— Who we Are  

— What we Believe  

— What we Do/How we Do it   

— Our Impact 

Reflect on what makes your 
school unique 
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Essential Elements: Explore 
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• Review definitions  

• Why is DEI important?  

• What are our current strengths?  

• What are our opportunities for 
improvement? 

Translate DEI to your site for 
strengths and growth opportunities 
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Essential Elements: Explore 
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• Generate laundry list of strategic priorities & group into 
core buckets (five or fewer)  

• Reflect on the WHY to generate an outcome 
statement  

• To define core strategies, understand what it will take 
to get there and associated risks/stretch opportunities 

Create a concise & accessible 
overview of 3-5 year vision 
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Essential Elements: Create  
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• Align on core practices and common expectations  

— Academic instruction  

— Data and assessment  

— Coaching rubrics  

— K-12 “look-fors”

Utilize simple frameworks to 
refine and define core practices
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Essential Elements: Launch  
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• Develop Annual Action Plan template (tactics, 
leadership, resources, metrics)  

• Streamline planning, strategic priorities, 
compliance deadlines & staff routines  

• One central tracking system

Dynamic action plan utilizing 
project management tools 
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Reflections : Compass Charter Schools

• Helps to align all plans to an overarching 3-5 year strategic vision  

— A-G grant plans - we had conversations about this, plug it in, allocate dollars  

— We used to use LCAP as the northstar, but strategic planning requires nimble 
and responsive tactics to deploy 

• An updated narrative enriched by diverse perspectives:  

— How you involve stakeholders in forming a story 

• Shared ownership of strategic direction   

— “It’s not mine, it’s ours” - created buy-in and shared accountability 

— Required with LCAP but can be done in a more meaningful way - it’s broader 
than the 8 state priorities, more specific to our organizational identity

21



Strategy + Story 

— PART III
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Case Study: GPS  

• You have to be a great organization AND be organized 
and compelling in messaging and visual identity  

• First impressions are important  

• People are looking at non-traditional options right now 

• “There’s no way I can do this in five weeks.”

23



“… the GPS team had already wrestled with what aspects of their 
founding vision needed to shift and had crafted a clear theory of 

change that defined their mission, their vision, and how their unique 
model made both possible. As a result, our rebrand work was able to 
focus not on redefining their identity, but rather on conveying their 

identity in the most compelling way for their audiences.”  

— CASE STUDY
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5- Week Sprint

Week 1  
Understand 

Dec 6-10

Weekly Cadence

M  
Input/Feedback

W 
Friday Heads 

Down

F 
Presentation

Week 2 
Explore 
Dec 13-17

Week 3  
Create 
Jan 3-7

Week 4  
Refine 

Jan 10-14

Week 5 
Launch 
Jan 17-21
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Brand Architecture
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Value  
Prop  

Problem

Vision Mission

Values

Proof Points

Approach

WHY WE EXIST

WHAT WE DO

HOW WE DO IT

Impact
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Brand Guide
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Closing Thoughts + Q&A

— PART III



What is the most important thing you are leaving with 
to communicate to your Board Chair or your #2? 

— Q:



Q&A



Thank You! 

Annie Crangle 
annie@friday.us   

friday.us

— CONTACT US

Anthony Rodriguez 
anthony@friday.us   

mailto:annie@byfriday.com

